**Software Developer in Test:**

Our client, “a next-generation” media company, is looking for a **Software Developer in Test** to join their national team. This company has more than 110 markets internationally and is known for Pulitzer Prize-winning newsrooms, powerhouse brands and specialized media properties.

The **Software Developer in Test** will ensure system software meets quality standards by building automated and functional user experience tests, which can run on an on-demand and scheduled basis for web and mobile applications. They will also communicate results, champion quality assurance, and perform hands-on testing as needed.

**Primary Responsibilities:**

- Creates test plans that describe the scope, strategies, test cases, and environment for testing.
- Writes detailed test cases that can be used in manual or automated testing.
- Implements automated test plans in **Cucumber, Ruby**, Selenium, and other appropriate languages as assigned.
- Responsible for explaining test results to stakeholders and development team, offering recommendations on if bugs are significant to alter release plans.
- Creates and runs load tests; analyzes test results.
- Maintains the functionality of the continuous integration environment, and makes recommendations for improvement as appropriate.
- Able to react to change productively and handle other essential tasks as assigned by supervisor.

**Required Skills & Experience:**

- Experience with **Ruby** and **Cucumber**
- OSX, Windows, Linux, or UNIX operating systems
- Experience with **continuous integration tools**
- Familiarity with the full project lifecycle including analysis, design, coding, system integration, user acceptance testing, problem resolution and planning.

For more information, please contact Chris Bonomi at Corporate Brokers.

Chris Bonomi  
Technical Recruiter | Corporate Brokers  
(443) 221-2646 | Cbonomi@CorporateBrokers.com  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/christopher-bonomi-22a9a449